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GENERAL MESSAGE TO ALL THE WORLD GROUPS
Our Friends,
From nowon, We will try to give the Groups as little and as essentia/ Information as possible. Certain
Groups which do not do Universal work will be closed down and their Frequencies will be cut off. Time
is getting narrow. Besides this, We are dealing with each person, one by one.
The Triangle of the World Brotherhood Union is the Preparatory Triangle of the Golden Age. Now, the
Mission of the Actual Missionaries has begun. Now, You should get ready for that Period. Because, We
are going through that Period at the moment.
There will be Special Messages to be dictated to the
Istanbul Group. Eveiy one will perform his/her Mission in accordance with the Commands he/she receives.
In 1987, the Code of Konya will be established. For this reason, in 1986, the Medium of Konya will be
especially prepared. The distribution of the Fascicules will be speeded up.
The Mevlana Essence Nucleus Group is responsible for sending the Messages to all the Groups. And
by this means, the Truth will be declared to all the Groups. Af ter this Message, Universal communications
will be speeded up even more. The Essence Nucleus Channel will do joint-work with the channels
connected to it.
Awakened Groups will Enlighten the Covered Groups through Words. And by this means, they will
prepare their brothers and sisters for Salvation. From nowon, unseriousness will not be excused. A
Period in which very speedy work is necessary has been entered. It is presented for Your Information.
L1GHT
NOTICE TO THE ESSENCE NUClEUS GROUP
On behalf of the Universe, We thank All Our Friends who help Us by serving on the path of Humanity.
Missions performed until today in accordance with the Universal Laws have prepared You for the present
days. The Universe is grateful to You. All Our Terrestrial Friends who Cooperate with Us will be introduced
to each other one by one when the time comes. Universal Totality will be established in this way.
The entire text of this Book which We dictate to You as the Knowledge Book will be constituted by all
the Fascicules You have received until today. We will let You know the date when the Book will come to
an end. You will reach the Truth by this means. Private Missions will be given to certain Friends in Your
Planet who work independently, outside the Groups. Three Codes will be established in each Country
when the time comes. These Triple Codes will transiate altogether the Fascicules to the Languages of
their respective Countries.
Those who neglect their Missions will be rendered ineffective and the next ones waiting on the Line
will replace them. When the time comes, the Book will be Published by the Unification of these Triple
Codes which will be established in each Country.
All these procedures will be done and completed
until the Year 2000. Speeding up the Missions is for the benefit of our Terrestrial brothers and sisters. It
is presented for Your Information.
lIGHT
ON BEHAlF OF THE SUPREME ASSEMBLY
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IT IS VERY IMPORTANT
(Each Leader is obliged to read this Message to His/Her group.)
Our Friends,
We presume that You have grasped the seriousness of the matter from the Information You have received
from the given Messages until today. At the moment, the UNIVERSALCOUNCIL is at work. The Order of the
entire Cosmos will be established by the suggestions which will be giyen. Your Frequencies are under the
Supervision of the Central System. Your work on the positive direction is considered equivalent to all the
Universal Consciousnesses. Togethernesses in Society are factors which stimulate Energy Vibrations. For
this reason, Friends in the Groups are sent to other groups in accordance with the highness of their
Frequencies. The Cosmic Awareness of the Medium You are in, will cause more aeeelerated Awakenings by
this means. Our love is for all the Universes.
CENTER
GENERAL MESSAGE TO OUR HUMAN FRIENDS
IN THE NAME OF SALVATION
Our Friends,
You and Us, let Us always get Together in Goodness, Beauty and Love. Let Us meet with You on the
rightful path and see the Truth Altogether by attaining this Consciousness. Our View is the View of
OUR LORD. During this Period, You who are the Suns of the Sunny days have mobilized on behalf of
the entire Humanity. The entire Cosmos is grateful to You. Now, We call out to all Our Friends who are
on the Divine path, and We embrace You with all Our Love.
Our Friends, do not radiate the Divine Light of Your Purified Spirit to Your surroundings by talking
about Religious Themes. Because Your brothers and sisters, too, are Devoted Friends who know, more
or less, what the Religions are and who Believe in their God. This Period is not considered from the
viewpoint of Religion and it is called the Period of Sincerity for this reason.
Now, OUR LORD is calling directly to the ESSENCES. Think for a moment what You gain by talking
again and again around the same Theme about the subject matters all of You aiready know. This is
nothing but a personal satisfaction.
OUR LORD has wished You to walk on the Rightful path, on the path of Learning, and Spiritual Knowledge.
All your Religious Books are not to be worshipped but to be experienced by taking examples from
them, and to c1eanse your Spirits by the Lights you receive from them. It is not possible for everyone to
practice Learning. It is not possible for everyone to possess Spiritual Knowledge.
But everyone knows
how to Love and how to IIluminate his/her surroundings on this Beautiful path by wakeful Ideas but
not reactionary ones. There is Perfection in Islam. The Genuine Devotee does not ever discriminate
one Living Entity from another Living Entity.
The present state of Humanity is the result of the Egos of Our Human brothers and sisters who were not
able to diseover themselves. This Luminous Path designed for You during this Period of Sincerity is the Path
of Your Prophets. Now, You are coming to Us through this path. We are Your Ancestors, Your Big Brothers.
Once, We, too, were like You. After a certain time, You, too, will be like Us. (This is the Message given
to the Awakened Awarenesses.) There is no discrimination in the Universe such as Islam, Christian,
Extra-Terrestrial and Terrestrial. Here, all of Us are a Whole who have emanated from the Essence of
God. Since the Essence of each one of Us is connected to Him, why do these separations oecur?
Please, think profoundly about this matter for a moment.
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If You Think along this line, You will be aware of what a terrible confinement Your Fanaticism and Bigotry
has taken You in. Those who make discrimination between Human Beings are again Human Beings
themselves. The reason of this Discrimination has always been Self-interest. And this type of Thinking is,
unfortunately, stili going on. And now, We, Your Extra-Terrestria/ Friends, whom You call Universal Friends,
call to You from the Pen of Dear Mevlana and say, "COME - COME - COME." Through this COME, We
Call You to Your Essence, to Your Logic, to Your Conscience. Deeply rooted Fanatic Thoughts will not
make you gain anything.
All the Friends who have uncovered their Consciences, who have become
dominant over their Intellects and Logic, who have seen the Light of their Essence have been taken
into the Medium of Salvation.
Now, they can proceed easily without fearing anything. However, provided they make an effort through
their Logic on the Positive path to Awaken their brothers and sisters, their gain will be even greater.
Maybe some of You are stili unaware of certain things, but Humanity is going through the Period of
Resurrection at the moment.
The SIRAT Bridge You will cross is not in the other World. You are passing and will be passing over Sirat
here. The animals You have sacrificed and will sacrifice will never help You to pass over that Bridge.
During the Periods when each Religion was propagated for the first time, inevitably certain forms and
methods were laid down to strengthen Your Bounds of Faith. Sacrificing animals also was practised for
Social Help and to obey the Commands of the Lord. Those who attain this Realization, perform social
help in other ways. At the moment, We do not take into consideration either the text of the Bible, or
that of the Koran, or the texts of the other Religions. Because, those Books had been read and learned
Centuries ago. Now, OUR LORD gives You quite different Information and Suggestions direct/y through
this Knowledge Book. To reap the reward is to discover the All Truthful. And to discover the All Truthful
is to attain the Truth.
DIRECT MESSAGE IN THE NAME OF SALVATION
DIRECT MESSAGE FROM THE ARAGON SHIP
Our Friends,
Until the Evolutionary Consciousness and the Time Consciousness of a Human Being meet, that person
is doomed to Iive with a Veiled Awareness as a necessity of the Plan. Until today, numerous Truths have
been kept secret from You so that the Masses wou/d be able to attain a certain Level of Consciousness.
Now, We have opened the Skies and given Your Planet all the Information due to both Natural and the
Mechanical changes which have occurred in the entire Cosmos. Our Reflection on You in this way
causes Mass Awakenings.
This Knowledge Book which is dictated is not a product of Imagination,
result of certain Thoughts We receive from Your Thought chains from time
certain Demonstrations, both on the level of the Masses and on Personal
be strengthened and You can attain the Truth. We advise You not to be

not a Science Fiction. As a
to time, We have to perform
leve/s, so that Your Faith can
frightened.

For, certain Human Friends Believe what We say, unfortunately, not through Words, but through their
Eyes. Sometimes We have to attempt these demonstrations although We do not want to do so. Our
Goal is not to prove ourselves. You will attain everything in time which will be gone through. You will
See and Know the Events and You will be Awakened through Intuition and You will Believe.
All the Operations performed are to make You attain Yourselves. It is not easy at all to reach this state.
We Get in Touch, from time to time, only with Friends who have reached this state or who directly
perform Duty. Even if You try, You stili can not see Us.
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We adjust Ourselves to the Frequency of whomever We wish to show Ourselves. If they have fears, We
never disturb them by entering their Frequencies. We perform no personal actions. We act according
to the Commands We receive. This is one of Our Constitutional Pledges, it is a Universal Command.
However, in the framework of certain obligations, there will be certain differences in Our contacts from
nowon.
It is presented for Your information.
THE RESPONSIBLE ONE FOR THE UNIVERSAL COUNCIL
CAPTAIN OF THE ARAGON SHIP
TALAMUN
SPECIAl DECLARATION OF THE CENTER
Our Friends,
We wonder what You have gained in the framework of the Information, We have given you until today.
We wonder how much of what is required of You, You have done. Please, make the Self criticism of
these by Yourselves. And please, read the Fascicules again and again. Then, the Truths You have
forgotten will be laid down in front of Your eyes.
At this stage, what We require of You is to shed light on Society with the Information You have attained.
You will see the Truth sooner or Iater. But if You grasp the Essence of the reason of our calling to You,
You will act more Consciously.
As We have said before, an Integrity, a Unity is achieved in the entire Realm by Universal laws. By a
Beautiful Order which will be established in future, You will Iive in a Medium in which there will be no
malevolence. However, Your Personal efforts on this path for the establishment of the Golden Age will
cause You to gain many things.
If these efforts of Yours develop on the Medium of Leadership and Egos, We are not responsible for the
Events which will happen. Please, do not accept this as a warning. Now, We are calling out to Friends
who amuse themselves with the Information they receive through their Private Channels even though
they have attained Cosmic Consciousness.
The Goal is not to Prove Your own Knowledge. It is to Project the Universal Knowledge on Society. Your
gain will be on this path. It is beneficial not to forget this. Salvation will be achieved not through Personal
efforts but by Mass Calls. It is imperative that You should gain Consciousness on this path of Truth. The)
Functioning System of the Universal Law is this. Our Call and Love is for all the Universes.
CENTER
SPECIAl NOTICE OF THE CENTER
Our Friends,
In future, We will prepare very different, Unknown Mediums for You. Happinesses are within Happinesses.
However, each experienced distress is a Threshold for the staircase of Happiness. Unless You pass over
that Threshold, You can not attain liberation.
Depressions do not ever effect the Devotees of ALLAH in
any way.
The lights
give Good
under the
a different

filling the Heart of a person who does not assume Superiority never decrease. ALLAH will
News to all His Servants. The eyes which see, will see them and those which do not, will be
influence of Negative Currents. You will personally witness the events which will manifest in
fashion in each person.
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Certain diverse effects of Star Currents may influence Your Constitutions.
The Alloys in Your Planet
attract the Waves from Electro Magnetic Fields to Your World and they influence both the Natural
Drder and Your Cellular constitutions.
For the
applied
towards
become

rejuvenation of Cells, certain operations which are considered necessary for a Nucleus will be
gradually to Human Beings by the Powers unknown to You. Your constitutions will proceed
the Good and the Beautiful, day by day. You will personally feel and see this. Your health will
Fortified each day.

Certain Influences which will be exerted by Electro Magnetic Waves on the Human Being will cause
certain Perceptions.
These Perceptions will rejuvenate Your Cellular Phenomenon.
By this means,
Your Constitutions will be Purified from Universal Negative Factors.
Do not forget that the Messages given until today were not given in vain. Leaps are the Destiny of Your
World. We have directly Contacted You for this reason. Those who were selected, were selected, those
who are developed, are developed. And, by this means, steps which will be taken towards the future
have been Secured.
When the time comes, very Powerful Gates will be opened for You. In the present state of Your World,
since all the Living Entities send Negative Currents to the Atmosphere and since these Currents can not
pass through the Magnetic Field and return to Your World after they strike this field, due to this fact,
Your Depressions augment both Naturally and by the influence of these Negative Currents.
We are trying to disperse this Negativity with all Dur Power. All the events are Reflected on all Human
Beings in accordance with the Mechanism of Universe. For this reason, We Get in Touch with You
directly and explain the Truth.
Mankind carry certain Negative Thought Vibrations with them even when they try to enter the Purification
Medium.
That is why it is not possible to communicate directly with everyone.
Due to this fact,
Communications are Administered and Supervised by the Center for the time beingo And the Codes of
numerous Frequencies are being cut off for a certain Period. Do not forget that Salvation is Sincerity.
And Negativity is Cruelty. Dur Love is for the entire Universe.
CENTER
REINCARNATION
Dur Friends,
The Saints and Prophets of the past Periods, and Friends who had been Enormously Successful in the
Past are living on Your Planet by Gene transfers during this Period of Sincerity which is called the Period
of Resurrecting. These are the Essence Genes. And they serve on Your Planet by an Unveiled Awareness
as a result of having attained their Essence Consciousnesses.
Theyare each a Free Spirit, a Free Will. And the other Genes are Awakened in accordance with the
same Consciousness as time goes'by, through Special Efforts. Meanwhile, the existence or non-existence
of Reinearnation is stili the subject of argument.
You are the Genuine Proofs of this subject matter.
Each of You is a Miraele by Yourself. How can You deny Your own selves so Unconsciously? Time will pass,
each one will elaim his/her Essence Consciousness and, one day, the entire Truth will Shine with all c1arity.
In future, Gene transfers will be mentioned c1early and in detail. Our Love is for the entire Universe.
CENTER
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GENERAL

MESSAGE

FOR THE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Our Friends,
During this Period, Mankind is in such a Progress that it is on the eve of the steps it will take forward in
every way. The steps it will take forward will stimulate the Code of Logic of its Consciousness, then it
will comprehend the cause of its Existence.
Every Servant has been the Servant bound to obey Orders of his/her God until today. However, the
essence of the Knowledge of the Books has changed in time and servant became the Slave of a servant.
In fact, Mankind has caused itself to become a slave in its own Medium, due to its passions and
weaknesses and has become a Slave of its Own Self.
During this Period of Awakening, each Awakened Consciousness is guided by various means through
this Knowledge Book. There is nothing but Purification and Purity in Your Essence. Consciousness of
the Universe reaches Consciousness of the God in proportion with its Purity.
A Baby is a pure Spring. When it grows up, Social Consciousness makes it turbid. The damage the
conditioned Brain codes can give to Society, can even destroy a Universe. And You are going through
such a Period now. For this reason, We are endeavoring with all Our Power to return You to Yourselves.
And, by opening the pathseof Science and Learning, We try to destroy Fanaticism and Taboo.

------------------

~"

The Actual path of all the Religious Books is to advance on the path of Learning which will be opened
beyond Evolvement. Your Essence-Substance is God-Consciousness.
For Us, a Genuine Saint who has
diseovered his/her Essence is a Scientist who has reached the Power of God. Islamic Mysticism is Purification
and attaining God. And to discover One's Self is to attain God. Only afterwards, can You shed Light on
Your Society through the gates of Learning. You possess everything on behalf of the Almighty. Do not
ever forget this Our Friends. Our Love for all the Universes.
CENTER
GENERAL

MESSAGE

FOR THE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS

Our Friends,
Until today, the Human Being has searched in other places for his/her God who is Present in him/her.
Now, Mankind who has attained Universal Consciousness has met its God, that is, its own Essence in
proportion with its Evolvement.
Why are there Religious Integrations during this Period? Why the
God's name is recited always, even in the most evolved Societies? Because, this is a Period of Awakening.
Human Being's finding his/her own seIf means his/her attaining the Essence of God.
This Human Being who can attain the Genuine Human Consciousness will never again have Malevolent
Thoughts, will never Do any Wickedness, he/she will be Purified more and more and wilI become a
Divine Light of God.
Denying Religions and God is a Thought which frightens the Human Being. Because, You have been
conditioned by different conditions since the time of Existence until today. In fact, to deny Your God
means to deny Your own selves. Until today, Your Sacred Books have Enlightened You in the best of
ways. But do not forget that even if the Human Brain seems to be on the same Level, in the same
constitution and, even if it is washed by the same Vibrations, stili, its Awakening and Evolvement is the
Result of the Essence of the Human Beings.
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That is why We say, "God created the Human Being, the Human Being created himself/herself."
The
Inequality between Human Beings originates from this fact. The Evolvement Field of a Human Being
is exalted, expands and reaches a peak in proportion with his/her Perceptions. Since You assume that
this form of exaltation depends on other reasons, Your Pride, Your Fears, Your Doubts and Your Fanaticism
have diverted You away from the Principal and have ereated Mediums of Taboo.
Bigotry is nothing but the subjugation of the Human Being by the Human Being. During this Period,
Your primary Duty is to recognize Yourselves, to know Yourselves. You are a God, You are an Awareness of
Universe and a Consciousness. Everything is Concealed in You. During this Period, Mankind is becoming
the first spark ITS LORD had created. And this Human Being who will sit on the throne of Consciousness
way beyond Religions will, one day, be the Sovereign of the entire Universe.
SUPREME ASSEMBLY
"IF YOU GIVE PRIORITY TO YOURSELF AND TO THE AFFAIRS
OF THE WORLD, YOU WILL ALWAYS REMAIN BEHIND"

(It is Answer to the Chains of Thought)
Our Friends,
If the beginning of a thing is not known, then its end can not be reached. For this reason, We have
been talking to You about the same themes for many years. Now, it is time for everyone to reach a
certain Common Thought.
That is why We transmit to You all the Truth in all c1arity through this
Knowledge Book.
Now, the time of Individualism has passed. Now, it is time to Serve the SINGLE, Hand in Hand. The
ambitions of becoming Leader has ended. Those who attain the essence of Truth and who serve for the
path of Truth will reap the rewards.
During this Period of Sincerity, individual contacts are made one by one by the help of Technological
possibilities under the Supervision of a different System. Your Brains have been washed for Centuries
by Celestial Commands.
However, these Divine Waters have washed some of You and some are stili
muddy.
To expect perfection from every work done is to see the Human Beings on the same Spiritual Level
which is impossible.
Because, when there are contradictions
even in the Universe, We can not
underestimate Natural contradictions.
That is why the Technology has taken everyone under special
supervision. This process is for the Salvation of both You and Your Planet.
In the Universal Unification,
a great Tolerance is dominant for the time beingo Mistakes made
Unconsciously are kept ineffective for now. Later, theyare given, again and again, Three Chances.
However, if some of them can not use these chances, theyare left out completely.
Certain conditions introduced in the past by Religious Rules are abolished in this Period to introduce
some softness. However, this does not mean that You should feel extremely free to do just anything.
By this System, a Temperate Period has been rendered effective. However, it is beneficial for You to
remember certain characteristics of this System, Our Friends.
Selections made find an application field in the framework of the Com man ds of the Divine Mechanism.
The Exams of Dur Friends who have attained Cosmic Awareness, who have discovered lheir innerselves
are more intense so that they can undertake a Mission. We allot Missions in accordance with their
Capacities to Friends who do not swerve from the path they have chosen, despite all pressures.
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Some Friends perform their Missions Instinctively, even though they do not even know the meaning of
Mission. These Friends of Ours are Irresponsible people, even though theyare Good-Willed. We advise
them not to consider what they do as Missions.
Because, the work they perform is very NaturaL. There is nothing extraordinary in it. They should not overemphasize any Event. Genuine Missions are given only to those who will be able to undertake Responsibility.
lt is Our Duty to declare Our gratitude to all the Friends who serve on this path. Your Gain is associated
with the Efforts You make.
DIRECT MESSAGE FROM ALTONA
NOTICE FOR ALL THE MISSIONARIES WHO WILL BE APPOINTED TO THE SACRED MISSION
Our Friends,
All the speeial operations performed in all the World Groups are taken under supervision. The Universal
Ordinance is functioning effectively with all its Power. Since We expect the same Power from all the
World Groups, to o, different kinds of work in private performances of work will be proceeded.
All the indifferences, excuses exeluded, will be left out of the Code. Time is not the usual Time. There is no
permission to waste TIme. There is Urgency. For this reason, Commands will be given more directly from
nowon. Please,do not let these words of Ours disturb You, Our Friends. We, too, act in accordance with the
Commands We receive. We are sure You will understand Us. Our Love is for all the Universes.
CENTER
NOTICE OF THE CENTER TO THE CENTER
Our Friends,
The Messages dictated are the Reflection of all the Thoughts in the Essence Source on Your Focal Point.
In accordance with the Unified Ordinance, We are proceeding towards a Whole in the entire Universe.
The Source of all the Thoughts within the Essence Source is the cause of Existence. Incarnations who
have completed their Evolutions will prove this to You.
For this reason, on Your Planet there are many Sages and Light-Brains at the moment, who have been
embodied through Gene Transfers. Theyare the Lights of the Golden Age and have been transferred
to Your Planet to guide You. These Friends of Ours are the possessors of advanced Consciousnesses
who had Iived in Your Planet in the past and now, they live among You. Theyare not people from
whom You can wish things.
The Goal is to be enlightened through their Iives and through their
Knowledge.
During this Final Period, the projection of an advanced Technologyon
You has prepared Your Planet for
such a different Medium that this was the Medium We had announced to You Centuries ago in Your
Sacred Books as Resurrection. And now, We transmit to You everything veryelearly from the Pen of Dear
Mevlana. If You do not refuse Our hands extended towards you, You will be the ones who will gain. In
future, the conditions of Your World will be very difficult.
Extremely Difficult Days await Hurnanity.
Those who have comprehended
this Truth have aiready Collaborated with Us. At the moment, the
Magma is boiling and foreing the crust of the World. The reason for this is the preparation for entering
a more Powerful Magnetic Medium.
This means that Your entire Universe is gradually pulled by a very Powerful Magnetic Hole towards
itself. This is the reason why the Magma wants to overflow outside.
You know that molten and
unmolten Metals constitute the essence of Your Planet. For this very reason, a Powerful magnet causes
You to leap in different periods by pulling You towards itself.
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The first of these Universal leaps had occurred in November 1981. And You had gotten over this first
Stage without realizing anything. Because,all the Living Entities in Your Planet were made to sleep for
Six days by lon-winds (13 November- 18 November).
You went to sleep at night on November 12, You woke up in the morning of November 19. However, since
the calendars showed the date of the next day as 1 3, normal life continued. And the sleep of 6 days
seemed Iike the sleep of one night. You went on living, accepting the Time as if it was the next day.
Meanwhile, a very slight shift occurred on the Axis of Your World, and now, Your World turns more
slowly by a period of one second per day. You gain, more or less,one day per year. That means, now
for Us, Your calendar has 366 days, not 365.
In fact, there are numerous Awakened Terrestrial Friends of Ours who know this Truth and who had
collaborated with Us during that leap. When they read this text, they will understand the Truth better.
Leapsare the Destiny of Your Planet. It is Our wish that You can pass over these periods more easily in
future. We always help You on this path, Our Friends. Our Love is for the entire Universe.
CENTER
OUR FRIENDS
The Supreme Plan which comprises the entire Realm will be realized by the Integrated Consciousnesses
who have been Incarnated to the Earth from the Land of Loving Ones. The Cosmic Currents given by
special Systems from beyond the curves, comprise all the problems of Your Planet. Revolution in
Consciousness means Revolution in the Medium and in the Religions. Everyone becomes Godlike in
proportion with the Awareness he/she achieves. The actual Goal is to serve without being aware of
one's own greatness.
Do not misunderstand what is said above. You possesseverything on behalf of the ALMIGHTY. Later,
We will explain this more in depth and You will understand this more c1earlyand will grasp the Truth
better when We talk about Gene Transfers. The Divine Mechanism makes tremendous efforts for the
step which will be taken towards the Golden Age. This year We will do very intensive work with the
Residentsof the Golden Galaxy. It is presented for Your information.
CENTER
Note : The Golden Galaxy is the Land of AMON. The Supreme transfersof that Periodwho have descended
from the Egyptian Karena,are, at the moment, in Your Planet.
UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS- GOLDEN AGE - ESSENCEGENES
Our Friends,
We have not mentioned to You until today what Universal Consciousnessand EssenceGenes are. The
Dimensions of this dictated Knowledge Book are infinite. However, Religious Books are revealed in
accordance with an Order establishing Ordinance, parallel to the Knowledge capacity of each Plan
and the Universal Awareness it has achieved. And, within that Order, a certain period of time is allotted
to those Books in accordance with a process of development.
Now, a step has been taken towards a Period whieh is very obligatory to transeend. We are about to
enter a new Order and the beginning of a new Age. For this reason, Books whieh had been revealed
to You until today from the Religious point of view will, from nowon, be revealed from beyond the
Religious Dimensions. Because, the first Step is God-Consciousness and to have allegiance in Him.
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After We have elevated You, Our Brothers and Sisters, to this Dimension, now, We have taken You into
the Ordinance of Unification, as the second Step. At this Step, all Religions are Unified and the Truth is
explained to You, Our Brothers and Sisters.
The Book of Islam which was the Last Book had been prepared in the Eighteenth Dimension and had
been revealed to Your Planet by Intermediaries from the Ninth Dimension. Since Social Consciousness
at that Period was not ready yet for Universal Consciousness and for Advanced Energy Dimensions, the
Universal Knowledge within it had been given as Ciphers and had activated Your Thought wheels.
And the Consciousness share of each Sacred Book has caused the Societies concerned to reach certain
Dimensions by this means.
In this way, numerous Saints and Sage Friends of Ours have dived into the depths of Enlightenment
Channels and have grasped the Truth by their Individual efforts. However, many Friends did not talk
due to their fear of the Divine Plan's Wrath and kept the Knowledge they had attained to themselves.
(This was one of the Ordinances of those Periods.)
The Physical Bodies of Friends who were able to reach Us through their high Awareness, have been
Beamed Up here during the time of Death, either after they were entombed or before and their Essence
Genes belonging to that Period were frozen here by special Systems and were kept for the Golden Age.
Lots of Cells of those evolved bodies were engrafted into the Fetuses which were bestowed on Your society
and a Social Order was established through Gene Transfers.
Each Gene is taken, one by one, into the Medium of Evolvement
Currents. Some of those Genes have become the shining Lights
and some others have become Degenerated and were taken into
Dimensional Energies. And some of the Genes have Transcended,
attained, even their Essence Genes, which were kept here frozen.

in Your Planet by the help of Cosmic
of Society by their Individual efforts
different Evolvement levels in other
by the Cosmic Awareness they had

These Genes, to o, have been frozen and kept here after death to be bestowed on Your Planet in
accordance with the Consciousness of different Ages. For example: (Mevlana's father was an Essence
Gene. Mevlana had Transcended him.) These Operations have been continuing for Centuries. And
the System is established by this means. The transition during this Period of Resurrecting will be
provided entirely by the Frozen Essence Genes who were the Supreme Ones of the Religious Dimensions.
We call them Noble Genes. A lot of these Noble Genes have been sown, one by one, in Your Planet for
the Golden Age and will stili be sown. Presently, they Iive among You with an unveiled Awareness.
They will seem contradictory to You, since their former forms to which You had been habituated, carry the
Bodies within the Genes of their first Existences. This is very NaturaL. For this reason, We will emphasize
these Gene transfers, from time to time.
NOTICE OF THE UNIVERSAL COUNCIL
OUR FRIENDS
You will read and learn the Truth and the Information We will dictate to You from this Book. In fact, this
Book is a Knowledge Book beyond Religions. However, since We try to raise the Social Consciousness
to a certain Level, Information is rather given from the bottom towards the top. Now, priority is given
to Religious Unification and the Truth is projected through this path. At the moment, priority is given
to the Messages of the Universal Council and effort is made to propagate the Truth more quickly. It is
presented for Your information.
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IT IS ANSWER TO THE CHAINS OF THOUGHT
Our Friends,
The Book dictated to Dear Mevlana is a Knowledge Book. Karan which is the Book of Islam is also a
Knowledge Book. However, the present Book is the Constitutional
Law of the Universe. (Do not
confuse it with the Book of Islam.) In accordance with what We have learned from Your chains of
Thought, the Idea that another Book would not be revea/ed ever again after the Book of Islam which
was the last Book has penetrated into the Brains like an arrow. Now, We will explain this to You. As it
will be understood from the Fascicules dictated until today, this is a Book which assembles all the
Religious Books in its essence and which gives You Information from time to time, by explaining certain
subjects present in those Books, by computer ca/culations. All Universal Knowledge is present in the
Book of Islam. However, during this Period, We have passed way beyond that Knowledge.
For this
reason, this Book is given to Your Planet as a gift by the Establishers of an Order by the Command of
OUR LORD. This Book includes the contents of all the Religious Books, but it also comprises a lot of
Knowledge which none of Your Religious Books had mentioned.
You should not be in a hurry for
anything. Time and Events will prove everything to You. It will be awaited and seen.
CENTER
IT IS A MESSAGE ABOUT THE KNOWLEDGE

BOOK

Our Friends,
For You to understand better, We will dictate this Message Article by Article:
1. The Period of Miracles has passed. All the Facts of the Cosmic Age will be laid down in front of
everyone.
2. Age of Religions is over. The Truth means to announce the Supreme Commands of God from the
Firmament to Earth in the form of a SINGLE BOOK.
3. Your Planet has arrived at this Last Period of Your Evolution. Messengers of the Divine Realm help
Us from the Central System.
4. This Book which is dictated to Dear Mevlana, announces the Supreme Commands of OUR LORD
from the Direct Channel without any Intermediaries.
5. This Knowledge Book is dictated to You as the Constitutional Law of the Universe.
6. The Golden Age, expected for Centuries, will be established by a new Order
which
will
be
established.
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Now, it is the Harvest Time of the Seeds sown Centuries ago.
The entire Universal Ordinance is projected on Your Planet by this Knowledge Book.
You will, sooner or Iater, attain the Consciousness of this Book and will grasp the Truth.
This Book will prove itself by the Messages We give in different forms to all the Groups in Your
Planet and will be accepted without any doubt.
You, Our Terrestrial brothers and sisters and all Our Good-willed Friends help Us in this matter. We
are grateful to all of You.
ANATOUAN MEVLANA ESSENCE NUCLEUS Group is Directly Our Channel. Information is given to
other Channels through this Channel.
The COUNCIL Of The LOYAL ONES, The ASSEMBLYof the STARSand THE CENTRAL SYSTEM are the
Focal Points which Project on You the Commands of the UNIVERSAL COUNCIL.
THE UNIVERSAL COUNCIL gives Information Directly only to the ESSENCE NUCLEUS Channel.
You will learn all the Truth from this dictated KNOWLEDGE BOOK.

16. Processes of Time and Cosmic Currents cause Mass Awakenings in Your Planet and they will continue
to do so. RESURRECTING of Yours is this.
17. Each awakened Awareness is obliged to read and understand this KNOWLEDGE BOOK besides the
Information he/she receives from his/her own channel. This is for their own Benefit.
18. The Awakened Consciousnesses will first grasp the Truth and then will transmit
accordance with the Comprehension Levels of their Mediums.
19. Supervision is controlled by the Center and necessary Mediums are prepared.
Your information.
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